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THE ANSWER TO AMERICA'S RENEWAL LIES DIRECTLY ABOVE US.The Gravity Well
reveals an astronomical mystery and offers the best promise for our nation's future. What is the
Gravity Well?A deep hole in space, a force that presses us to Earth, an obstacle stretching a
million miles up and out, with us at the bottom, and our generation's most promising challenge.
Conquering the Well offers our best hope for America's renewal―and, in the long run, for the
survival of our species. Humans have been trying to escape the Well for more than a century.
Today, our greatest entrepreneurs are building a space economy, accomplishing remarkable
technological feats, while climbing only a tiny fraction of the way. What will it take to break out of
the Well? The entire nation. The cost? It will surprise you. The Gravity Well explains the true,
poorly understood challenge of space, while making an inspiring case for meeting that
challenge. Imagine a national effort that:Offers immediate payoffs to the economy.Inspires young
people to study STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math).Restores America's
reputation as a peacefulworld leader.Already has the support of Americans across the political
spectrum.The Gravity Well is a must-read―not just for those interested in space but for anyone
who cares about our country.

About the AuthorStephen Sandford spent 28 years as an engineer and researcher at NASA,
including senior assignments at Johnson Space Center and NASA headquarters. As Director for
Space Technology and Exploration at NASA’s Langley Research Center, he led teams of
engineers, researchers, and mission architects to enable human space exploration. Currently
Systems Engineering Director at Stinger Ghaffarian Technologies, Inc., his work spans a range
of space challenges, from asteroid utilization to space policy. He has degrees in physics,
electrical engineering, and optical science.Jay Heinrichs is the author of the bestselling book on
rhetoric, Thank You for Arguing; and Word Hero.
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Carl R, “Four Stars. EAS, ENLIGHTENING READ”

A. Guerreiro, “In The Gravity Well, Sandford calls on the American people, through their
government, to fully fund NASA and lead the way. Throughout history, the countries that dared to
adventure into unknown seas have been the ones to gain the most knowledge. When Europe
took to the seas, all humanity benefited in the long run. In the same way, the race to space (and
out of the gravity well) should be led by countries and not for-profit companies. A country
founded on humanitarian principles such as the United States, which has spent its energies and
monies to create NASA and further the adventurous spirit of past explorers, should not lose this
race. In The Gravity Well, Sandford calls on the American people, through their government, to
fully fund NASA and lead the way on this next great adventure. A história assim o demonstra, os
países que investiram na aventura dos mares desconhecidos, foram os que primeiramente
ganharam mais com o conhecimento que tal audácia lhes proporcionou. A Europa e toda a
Humanidade veio a beneficiar com os descobrimentos . No mesmo sentido a corrida ao Espaço
( a conquista do poço gravítico ) deve ser liderada por países e organizações não lucrativas. Um
país fundado em princípios humanitários tal como os Estados Unidos da América, que tem
gasto energias e dinheiro na criação da NASA, prosseguindo o caminho dos antigos
navegadores e seus lideres, não deve perder esta corrida. Neste seu livro, "The Gravity well" ,
Sandford incentiva o povo Americano a não desistir de, através do seu governo, financiar NASA
e continuar na liderança desta grande aventura.”

David E Roberts, “Claiming the High Ground of the Future. Steve Sanford is a friend, so that's my
disclaimer. However, I believe Steve has done an excellent job of making the case for human
space travel into the future. His case is linked to the human spirit in terms of humanity's
experience of looking beyond what is to what may be. He has made an excellent economic case
for the benefits of future missions based on the knowledge of what has been developed as a
result of past space travel. He has also shown us the benefits of the economic stimulus for such
a mission. I hope that political leaders across the world will begin to look seriously at the
information this long-term NASA astrophysicist has given us and will help the human race
accept the challenge to do what private companies and limited partnerships can do to those
grand dreams that only global partnerships can achieve. May we also hear and heed his
challenge for our educational system to produce better STEM training at the elementary and
secondary levels. I recommend reading this book as a challenge for being at our best into the
future.”

Chesapeake Skipper, “I'm Sold, Let's Get Out of This Well!. What a great challenge Sanford
dares our country to embrace! I'm now totally pumped to join the cause. I'm writing the president
and my representative in congress to up NASA's budget and to challenge this generation to do



amazing things. I always knew that the space program enriches those of us that never leave
earth, but Sanford lays out the specifics. Great book. Gets your innovative juices flowing.”

The book by Stephen Sandford has a rating of  5 out of 3.6. 12 people have provided feedback.
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